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CHAPTERR 5 

Familiess of curves without sections 

Abstract.. In this chapter we give examples of one-dimensional families of non-
rationalrational curves without sections. This answers a question of Joe Harris. 

Inn his lectures on rationally connected varieties [26], Joe Harris showed that families 
X - > 55 with X smooth, B a curve and rationally connected fibers admit sections. 
Hee then asked for examples of families of varieties which are not rationally connected 
andd which do not admit sections. To be more specific, he asked for 1-dimensional 
familiess of non-rational curves without sections. 

Inn this chapter we construct such families. We will work over an algebraically 
closedd field k = k of characteristic ^ 2,3. In the first section we will construct 
aa family of stable curves over P1, which does not admit a section. In the second 
sectionn we will construct a complete family of smooth curves without a section. 

5.11 Basic construction 

Inn the following we will construct a family of stable curves of genus 2 over P1 . This 
familyy is constructed in such a way, that it does not admit a section. 

STEPP 1. The starting point of this construction are two curves covering P1 . The 
firstfirst curve is a cover p : P1 —> P1 of degree 4 which is simply ramified in 6 points. 
Thee second is a degree 2 cover q : E — P1 ramified in four points, so that E is an 
ellipticc curve. Moreover, on the base P1 we want the branch loci of p and q to be 
disjoint. . 

Thenn we form the fiber product C — P1 Xpi £", which is naturally embedded 
inn P1 x E as a non-singular curve, since p and q ramify over distinct points. The 
projectionn 7Tpi onto the first factor has degree 2 and ramifies in 16 points. The 
projectionn -KE onto the second factor has degree 4 and ramifies simply in 12 points. 
Byy Riemann-Hurwitz, the genus of C equals 7. 
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Lemmaa 5.1 The class ofC in PicfP1 x E) is even. 

PROOF.. In P1 x E, the curve C is of bidegree (2,4). Hence C ~n nm 2h + iv, where 
hh stands for the class of a 'horizontal' divisor P1 x {* }  and v for the class of a 
'vertical'' divisor }  x E. Since P1 x E is ruled, PicfP1 x E) * Z  v © n*E{Pic{E)) 
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(seee [8]). So the class of C is linearly equivalent to 4v + ^*E{d), where d is a divisor 
classs on E of even degree. So [C]  is even. D 

Remarkk 5.2 Note that C is the zero locus of the function p — q onP1 x E. The 
polee divisor oip — q equals p* (oo) x E + P1 x q* (oo). From this it is immediate that 
CC is linearly equivalent to iv + nE(d), with d — q*(oc). This gives another way to 
seee that the class of C is even. 

STEPP 2. Since the class of C in Pic(P1 x E) is even we can by standard methods 
constructt a double cover ƒ : S —* P1 x E which ramifies precisely along C. The 
surfacee S is non-singular since C is. By construction, S is the total space of a family 
off  curves in two ways. We denote by £pi the projection 7Tpi o ƒ from S to P1, and 
byy £E the projection ÏÏE ° ƒ from S to E. 
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Theoremm 5.3 For the surface S as constructed above the following holds. 

1.1. The fibers of £E  S —> E are stable curves of genus 1. The generic fiber 
isis a smooth elliptic curve. The singular fibers are irreducible nodal rational 
curves,curves, mapping onto P1 with degree 2 via £pi. 

2.. The fibers of&i : S —  P1 are stable curves of genus 2. The generic fiber is 
aa smooth curve of genus 2. 

3.3. The family £pi : S —> P1 has no sections. 

PROOF.. First we prove (1) and (2). Singular fibers occur when ramification points 
meet,, i.e., when the branch curve C in P1 x E is tangent to a horizontal divisor 
P11 x {* }  or a vertical divisor {* }  x E. The fact that TTE  C —> E is simply ramified 
guaranteess that C intersects a horizontal divisor P1 x }  in four distinct points 
orr in one double point and two distinct simple ramification points. So the singular 
fiberss of £g : S —* E are irreducible nodal curves of arithmetic genus 1 mapping 
withh degree 2 to P1. This proves (1) and (2). 

Too prove (3), suppose s : P1 —*  S is a section. Composing with the projection 
£E£E  S —  E, we get a map P1 —*  E which must be constant. So the image of s 
inn S is contained in the fibers of £# : S —» E. But the fibers of £E  S —  E are 
alll  irreducible and map with degree 2 to P1, contradicting the fact that £pi o s has 
degreee 1. So £pi : S — P1 has no sections. D 
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5.22 A family of smooth curves without sections 

InIn the family constructed in the previous section, the total space is a smooth surface. 
However,, not all the fibers are smooth. With a bit of work we can modify the 
constructionn to obtain a family of smooth curves without sections. 

Startt with two curves covering P1. The first curve is a cover p : P1 — P1 of degree 4 
whichh is simply ramified in 6 points. The second is a degree 2 cover q : D —  P1 

ramifiedd in 6 points, so that D has genus 2. Again, we require that on the base P1 

thee branch loci of p and q are disjoint. 
Thenn we form the fiber product B = P1 xPi D, which is naturally embedded 

inn P1 x D as a non-singular curve, since p and q ramify over distinct points. The 
projectionn irpi  onto the first factor has degree 2 and ramifies in 24 points. The 
projectionn 7T£> onto the second factor has degree 4 and ramifies simply in 12 points. 
Byy Riemann-Hurwitz, the genus of B equals 11. 

Thenn construct an unramified covering F —  D of degree 12. By Riemann-
Hurwitz,, F has genus 13. Form the fiber product C = B Xp F. This curve embeds 
naturallyy as a smooth curve in B x F. The genus of C equals 121. 
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Lemmaa 5.4 The class ofC in Pic(B x F) is even. 

PROOF.. Just as in the proof of Lemma 5.1, the class [B]  of B in Pic(P*  x D) is 
even.. The class [C]  is the pullback of [B] via the base change F —  D. Hence [C] is 
alsoo even. Ü 

Sincee the class of C in Pic(B x F) is even, we can construct a double cover g : 
TT —  B x F ramified precisely along C. The surface T is smooth since the branch 
curvee C is. Composing g with the projection onto B yields a family of curves 
7TBB : T -* B. 

Theoremm 5.5 For the family KB 'T —> B constructed above we have: 
1.1. ITS : T —* B is a complete family of smooth curves of genus 31. 
2.2. The fibers of irp : T —* F are stable curves of genus 23. The generic fiber 

isis a smooth curve of genus 23. The singular fibers are irreducible curves of 
geometricalgeometrical genus 22 with one ordinary node, mapping onto B with degree 
22 via 'KB-

3.3. The family KB  T —+ B has no sections. 

PROOF.. (1) Since C is a curve of bidegree (12,4) in B x F, every fiber of TTB : T —  B 
iss a double cover of the curve F ramified in 12 points. Since C —  B is unramified, 
thesee points are distinct. Hence the fibers of WB  T —  B are smooth. 

Theree are no non-constant maps from B to F, since g(B) = 11 and g{F) = 13. 
Noww (2) and (3) follow as in the proof of Theorem 5.3.
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Remarkk 5.6 One can realize this result even with curves of lower genus. If one 
choosess F —> D to have degree 6, then g(F) — 7 and g(B) = 11. A map B —  F has 
too be constant, because it cannot be an isomorphism and covers of F of degree 2 or 
moree have genus at least 13. 


